
                      
 

NUTRIHUB -TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATOR(NIELAN)  

ICAR-INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MILLETS RESEARCH(IIMR)  
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD –5000 030 

Ph: 040-24599331, Email-dayakar@millets.res.in 

 
Notification 

 

Eligible and interested candidates are invited for a walk-in-interview to be held at the campus of Indian 
Institute of Millets Research, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad-500030, on 7th August, 2018 (Tuesday) at  
10.00 A.M. for recruitment of one Senior Research Fellow and one Technical Assistant as per the details 
given below. 

 

Name of 
the post 

Name of the 
Project 

Essential Qualifications Emolume
nts@ PM 

Project 
Till 

SRF (1) 
 

“Mechanization of 
millet production, 
processing and 
value-added 
technologies 
through contract 
designing, 
fabrication and 
testing of 
machinery” 
 

Essential Qualifications: 
1. Master Degree in Food 

Technology/Food Processing 
Engineering /Agri. Processing 
Engineering / Post Harvesting 
Technology having 1st Division or 60% 
marks or equivalent OGPA with at least 
2 Years’ experience in agribusiness field. 

2. NET qualification is compulsory for the 
candidates having 3 years Bachelor’s 
degree. 

Desirable Qualifications: 
1. Experience in FMCG/Food Sector, basic 

knowledge in on cereals processing 
machinery, post-harvest machinery, 
primary processing machinery, also able 
to handle lab skills, ability to analyze 
statistical data and documentation 
skills. 

2. Proficiency in English. 
3. Willing to travel to field sites also. 

Rs. 
25,000/- + 
30% HRA 
As per 
ICAR Rules 

Till 
March, 
2019, 
likely to 
be 
extended. 

TA(1) Degree in Commerce(B.Com.) or diploma or 
equivalent from any recognized university 
with 3-5 years experience in administration 
& accounting and should be proficient in 
data entry work especially in MS Office. 
Desirable Qualifications: 
1. Computer skills.  
2. Accounting skills. 
3. Ability to work in administration and 

accounts section.  

Rs.15000/- 
per month 
(Consolida
ted) As 
per ICAR 
Rules 

Till 
March, 
2019, 
likely to 
be 
extended. 
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The above posts are purely temporary and on contractual basis till March, 2019. Anyhow, it 

can be extended till completion of the project. The candidates have to produce all the 

original certificates at the time of interview for verifications. No TA/DA will be paid for 

attending the interview. The decision of the Director, IIMR, and President, Nutrihub-TBI 

(NIELAN), is final and binding in all respects. 

 
Terms & Conditions:  
1. The age limit of the above positions is minimum 21 years and maximum 45 years with 

relaxation as per rules.  

2. The candidates have to produce his/her original certificates along with a set of xerox 

copy and a photo, list of publication and other documents such as experience and caste 

certificate at the time of interview for verification and required to submit the bio-data in 

the format given below (affixing latest passport size photograph), along with attested 

copies of certificates of educational, experience qualification.  

3. The selected candidates shall not claim for regular appointment / absorption in IIMR or 

funding agency at the end of the project. 

4. IIMR / Nutri Hub-TBI (NIELAN) reserves the right to alter / change / cancel this 

advertisement/ recruitment without assigning any reason at any stage of recruitment 

process. 

 
 

Director 
 
          


